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Managing Excess Sta�f Sickness
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Social care sickness rates rose by 148% during the Covid pandemic, says new data released by
Skills for Care (2021). Although this might not be surprising, this rate of sickness is di�ﬁcult
to manage. But there are steps you can take to help reduce the impact that rates like this can
have on your service.
Rates were higher within domiciliary care than care homes. This may be due to sta�f visiting different households during the pandemic.
The data does not give reasons for the increase in rates. Possible reasons might include issues with
infection prevention and control procedures and a lack of PPE (the correct type, amount and use).
Infection prevention and control has been high on the agenda during the recent Covid-19
pandemic. One of the areas that has seen much debate and change is personal protective
Continued on page 2.

What Does it Take to Receive an
Outstanding Rating?
As I look at the CQC website today, I can see that it awarded an Outstanding rating to only 11 of
the 680 organisations it inspected. This is less than 2% of the toal and also half the usual rate.
Of course, the pandemic may have a�fected these ﬁgures.
Three of those receiving Outstanding ratings were care homes and two were home care organisations (the others were nursing or specialist homes). None of the eleven received an Outstanding rating in all ﬁve areas. So what does it take to get an outstanding rating?
For this rating, you need only to achieve it in two of the ﬁve key areas. These are safe, e�fective,
caring, responsive and well-led. You must receive a Good rating in the other three areas though
to receive the Outstanding rating.

Slips, Trips and Falls are
Common Accidents within
Social Care
Dear Reader,
According to the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE), falls account for half of the accidents to
sta�f and a signiﬁcant number to service users
within social care.
Falls can have devastating e�fects on people.
They can cause people to lose their conﬁdence,
therefore making them more reliant on others.
They can break bones, leading to lengthy hospital
admissions, surgery, disability and even death.
Falls have many causes. Of course, we would all
want to clear away any slip, trip and fall hazards –
but that's provided we know they are there.
For this reason, sta�f must be on the lookout for
hazards that might cause injury at all times.
When sta�f notice these, they must act
immediately to prevent accidents and incidents
from occurring.
Yours Sincerely,

Kim Grove
Editor-in-Chief, Care Consultant

Continued on page 2.

Your Online Resource Centre
Access hundreds of actionable solutions by way of legally-compliant tools, including checklists,
policies, procedures and care assessment forms, covering the core areas of elderly care. New resources,
written by our experts, are added each month and are all ready to be customised to your organisation’ s needs.
Go to: www.care-quality.co.uk/resources and enter your personal password. Or, if you have not yet created a
password, simply follow the instructions on screen to do so.

Ask the Experts Email Helpdesk
Get personal, 1:1 advice from our team of
experts, we specialise in care quality, health
& safety, HR and payroll. Just email your
query to cqm@agorabusiness.co.uk and you
will receive an answer within 48 hours.
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Continued from page 1: Managing Excess Sta�f Sickness Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic
equipment (PPE). It’ s no good providing PPE, if sta�f do not wear,
take o�f and correctly dispose of this.
As sickness rates are so high within social care, getting this wrong
could be one major reason for the increase in these rates. Sta�f need
to know how to do this to minimise the risk of infection.
Public Health England has updated its guide on how to go about putting on and taking o�f PPE. You can download a copy of this guide by
using the following link: tinyurl.com/rze2sf9r

A pandemic is an uncertain time. No-one knows how long it will last
or whether there will be a recurrence before it ﬁnally disappears. So
it is important to plan for, and also manage, potential sickness before
it happens.

How to Manage Sickness During a Pandemic
There are several things you can do to manage sickness absence within your organisation. Some of these might be expensive to implement. Follow our Managing Sickness Absence Checklist to help with
this. You can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Managing Sickness Absence
Suggestions

Done

O�fer your sta�f training on how to cope with stress, mental health issues and wellbeing to better cope with the pressures during
a pandemic.

■

Encourage sta�f to eat a healthy diet. You could bring in fruit and vegetable boxes for sta�f to share.

■

O�fer perks, such as free gym membership, or set up Zoom ﬁtness, exercise sessions or yoga especially for your sta�f.

■

O�fer a counselling service that can give sta�f advice and support on topics such as stress, depression, fear of COVID infection,
loneliness and ﬁnancial problems.

■

Give sta�f incentives to come to work (although make sure people with infections do not attend).

■

O�fer special leave to help sta�f deal with sick family members.

■

O�fer �lexible working patterns and hours if this will help with caring needs at home.

■

Make sure you carry out return to work interviews for sta�f due back to work to make sure they are prepared for their return.

■

Give sta�f the option of a phased return to work when coming back.

■

Make changes to the way the person carries out their duties if this helps them return to work e.g. admin sta�f could work from home.

■

Continued from page 1: What Does it Take to Receive an Outstanding Rating?
An Outstanding rating demonstrates to the public that you are a
high-class organisation so it’ s not surprising people want to try to
achieve this.
However, to be successful with this, you must o�fer something that
the other 96% of social care organisations don’ t. I’ ve had the privilege
to speak to a couple of managers that have achieved an Outstanding
rating. One also went on to win a National Care Award. What they
both had in common was that treated service users as part of their
family. I observed the following:
●

●

●

●

●

Sta�f chatting to service users whilst they wrote their notes. I often see people sitting in o�ﬁces or at workstations doing this.
There were very few people sitting in a circle in the lounge. That’ s
usually what I encounter.
There were lots of inventive ways to keep people occupied
throughout the day. Sta�f were sitting with people involved in
these activities.
The organisations were meeting people’ s needs (even if they were
quirky needs).
The atmosphere seemed calm and serene and the environment
was clean and attractively decorated.
2

5 Tips to Help You Become Outstanding
Following these 5 tips will give you a better chance of an Outstanding CQC rating. But these tips need to form part of your whole ethos.
(Bear in mind any COVID restrictions in place).
Tip 1: Mimic the person’ s regular life. If they used to get up at 10 in
the morning and skip lunch, help them do the same in your care.
Tip 2: Become part of the community. Involve your organisation and
service users in all aspects of community care. Take residents to tea
shops, invite local people to the home, liaise with schools and businesses and take part in WI meetings, etc.
Tip 3: Recruit continually to ﬁnd the best sta�f. You need to recruit
people who you would be delighted to have provide you with personal care. Keep people on a waiting list if you don’ t have room for them.
That will show others how valuable an employer you are.
Tip 4: Go above and beyond the Key Lines of Enquiry. Think about
what you might do for a loved one. An exceptional rating is for exceptional organisations.
Tip 5: Think of your service as a 5-star hotel. Not everything in a
5-star hotel is about money. It’ s about the way sta�f make you feel
special and the ambience they create.
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
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Introduce an E�fective Induction Programme for
New Sta�f
A good induction is vital to make sure that your sta�f can provide the level of care you expect. If your programme doesn’ t prepare sta�f well
enough for their role, they are likely to leave soon a�ter starting. This is a drain on your time and money – so your induction must be robust.
We explain how to introduce an e�fective induction programme to prepare your new sta�f for their role.
New recruits decide whether they want to stay with an organisation
during their ﬁrst week. So, you have 5 important days to showcase your
company. You’ ll need to put a huge e�fort into making this week as
memorable as possible and show the person that they made the right
decision to work for you. A robust induction can help with this. It also
beneﬁts your organisation in other ways too. For example, it will help to:
●

●

●

●

Reduce sta�f turnover. A good induction explains to new sta�f
your values, visions, plans and expectations. This will help to answer the recruit’ s questions early in his or her employment. This
increases sta�f retention.
Save money. A thorough induction will increase sta�f retention
and reduce turnover. This will save on recruitment and training
costs and management time.
Enable good practice. If you train sta�f to provide good levels of
care, your quality, rating and reputation will improve.
Attract more sta�f. This reputation and robust induction and
training provision can help you to attract additional sta�f.

It has beneﬁts for the sta�f member too. It will help them to:
●

●

●

●

Feel they made the right decision. If they can enjoy the ﬁrst week,
they are likely to stay for longer.
Feel respected and valued. Induction makes the person feel welcome and �lattered that you want to spend money training them.
Know what you expect of them. The induction should give the
person all the information they need to be able to provide the care
you expect.
Become connected to others. Good communication systems help
the new sta�f member to feel part of the team.

There is also a legal requirement for this. Regulation 12 (Safe care
and treatment) and 18 (Sta�ﬁng) of the Health and Social Care Act
2008 (Regulated Activities) Regulations 2014 expects sta�f to undergo an induction.
The easiest way of setting up a robust induction programme is by
using the Care Certiﬁcate. This is not mandatory but the CQC does
want to see induction programmes that contain the same standards as those within the Care Certiﬁcate. Use gap analysis to identify
where they already have the required knowledge and skills. A onesize-ﬁts-all approach to induction is not e�fective. Spread the induction training over a fortnight or month so you don’ t tire the new sta�f
member. The Induction Programme Contents Checklist will help to
ensure your induction programme covers all the relevant parts. You
can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Induction Programme Contents
No. Induction contents
1.

Understanding the role:
Help people to understand what you expect of
them and check their understanding.
● Allow them time to absorb and discuss your
expectations.

Done

●

2.

■
■

Personal development:
Work with the person to develop a bespoke
personal development plan. Base this on their
current level of knowledge and skills.
● Support them through their progression.

■
■

●

Duty of care:
Give examples to show what this means.

■

Equality and diversity:
Help people understand the times when they
might be discriminating by using past cases.

■

●

Work in a person-centred way:
Use personal experiences to explain this.

■

Communication:
Demonstrate the di�ferent communication
tools, equipment and systems available.

■

●

Privacy and dignity:
Use examples to help with understanding.

■

●

Fluids and nutrition:
Include elimination and its importance.

■

Awareness of mental health, dementia and
learning disabilities:
● Use visits to highlight some of the issues
associated with mental health problems.

■

●

Safeguarding adults:
Use case studies to explain this.

■

●

Safeguarding children:
As above.

■

●

Basic life support:
Help people to overcome fears about CPR.

■

●

Health and safety:
Use examples and cases to illustrate this.

■

Handling information:
Use personal examples to help with
understanding.

■

●

3.
4.

●

5.
6.

●

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

●

15.

Infection prevention and control:
Use the recent pandemic to highlight the
importance of this.
● Use pictures to help with understanding.
●

■
■

3
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Discover How Inevitable Accidents and Incidents Can
Beneﬁt Your Organisation
Accidents and incidents are inevitable, and no matter how many steps you take to reduce these, something will usually go wrong. This may
be out of your control but the accurate recording of the event will help to prevent them from recurring. The CQC will review how you use
accidents and incidents to make improvements within its Key Lines of Enquiry (S6). We explain the di�ferences between the two and help
you understand how to record these so that you can use them to prevent them from happening again.
The CQC take accidents and incidents very seriously. Regulation 12(2)
(b) (Safe care and treatment) of the Health and Social Care Act 2008
(Regulated Activities) Regulations 2014 expects that you:
●

●

●

●

Report accidents and incidents to the relevant internal and external personnel.

Appreciate How Accidents and Incidents Can Beneﬁt
Your Organisation
Accidents and incidents can be traumatic for service users, their family and your sta�f. But they o�fer some beneﬁts to your organisation.
They can help you to:
●

Prevent similar events from happening again.

●

Take action to reduce future accidents and incidents.

Review and investigate these using competent sta�f.
Take action to improve the situation and prevent incidents from
occurring again.

●

Check that sta�f maintain the improvements you make.
●

●

Ensure you retrain sta�f, if necessary, to prevent the incident from
arising again.

●

Di�ferences Between an Accident and an Incident
It is helpful if sta�f understand the di�ferences between the two terms.
That way they will be more aware of how to prevent these.
●

●

An accident is an event that results in injury or ill-health and will
have already happened.
An incident is a dangerous occurrence or an undesirable circumstance or situation. Although the HSE says there is no requirement
to record near misses, you do have a duty to protect sta�f and service users. So understanding these can help you to reduce the risk
of accidents.

The Accident and Incident Examples in the table below will help
sta�f understand the di�ferences. (A = accident and I = incident). This
will enable them to stop incidents turning into accidents and reduce
the likelihood of harm occurring. You can download this in full from
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Accident and Incident Examples
Examples
The service user slips on a puddle of water and breaks
her hip.
A service user goes missing from the care home.
The sta�f member misses the lunchtime medication.
A service user falls from a hoist during li�ting.
Fire breaks out in the care home.
A service user chokes on her food.
Service users become ill a�ter eating ﬁsh and chips
from a local takeaway.

4

A

I

✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔

●

●

Prevent the loss of business e.g. councils withdrawing placements,
loss of reputation.
Reduce the chance of legal action.
Improve the morale of your sta�f, who will see that they work for a
proactive and caring organisation.
Improve the health and safety of your organisation.
Increase sta�f and management skills in preventing and reviewing
accidents and incidents.

Follow a Robust Record Keeping Procedure for Your
Accidents and Incidents
Follow our Accident and Incident Record Keeping Checklist below to
help you to record your incidents. These provide evidence to help you
amend and improve care. You can download this in full from www.
care-quality.co.uk/resources

Accident and Incident Record-Keeping
Requirements

✔

The sta�f member should record the incident once the
service user is safe and the manager has been informed.
The sta�f member who saw most of the incident should
make the record.
This person should record what happened as soon as
possible a�ter the event.
The record should outline the actions taken following the
incident.
The record should be factual and without any
assumptions.
The record should avoid any jargon, as the incident could
be the subject of a future court case.
The record should follow the events in consecutive order
so that the sequence of events is clear.
The report should contain details of whom the manager
informed about the incident.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
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Understand How to Analyse Your Accidents
and Incidents
If you have well-written accident and incident reports, you can use these to identify what went wrong. But if you have lots of incidents how
do you work out where the problems lie? You need to get to the bottom of this. If you don’ t do this, you risk the problem occurring again.
This could be detrimental to the health and wellbeing of your service users. We o�fer some suggestions for how you can analyse your reports. This will help you to identify the areas that went wrong.
If you only have one or two accidents or incidents, you will be able
to look at these and identify any similarities. For example, if they are
both about falls and both happened due to a slip on a wet bathroom
�loor, you know you have to keep this �loor dry.
But, if you ﬁnd yourself in a situation where you have 20 or 30 incident
reports to analyse, how do you do this?

To analyse the quantitative data, ask yourself questions like:
●

●

Are the incidents occurring during the week or at weekends?

●

Are they happening in the morning, a�ternoon, evening or night?

●

Does it involve the same service user or not?

●

Are the same sta�f on duty or are they all di�ferent?

There are 3 things you can do:
1. Look at quantitative data to count how o�ten something happens.
2. Look at qualitative data to see what went wrong.
3. Compare what you ﬁnd to another set of data, such as complaints
to see if they match. Use the same process as explained on this
page for this.

Understand the Di�ferences Between Quantitative and
Qualitative Data
There are simple di�ferences between the two. The Quantitative Vs
Qualitative Data table below outlines the di�ferences in terms of the
accidents and incidents you might ﬁnd. You can download this from
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Quantitative Vs Qualitative Data
Quantitative Information
(Quant = Quantity)

Qualitative Information
(Qual = Quality)

This uses measurements to show
how o�ten an incident happens. The
information is easy to measure, for
example:
● How many incidents have there
been in the last 6 months?
● How many occurred on a
Saturday?
● How many occurred at night?
● What percentage of incidents are
at night?
● What percentage are at the
weekend?
Yes/no answers:
● Is it the same service users?
● Are the same sta�f involved?

This uses descriptions or
observation to identify
the issues. You normally
need to search through
the written report to ﬁnd
out what happened, for
example:
● Where are the
accidents and
incidents taking
place?
● What is the type of
accident or incident?
● What is the outcome
of the accident or
incident?

Analyse Your Accident and Incident Reports
Now that you understand the di�ferent types of data you can look at,
you can start to analyse your reports.
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

How many reports are there? Is this lower/higher than the previous month?

Decide whether you can see any similarities that you can look into.
For example, if the majority of the incidents are at night, there may
be a sta�ﬁng issue to review. Either the number of sta�f available or
the experience, skills or qualiﬁcations of the sta�f in attendance. If the
majority of incidents happen at the weekend, again this could be a
sta�ﬁng issue.
You will analyse your qualitative data di�ferently. For this, you will
need to code the data.

TIP
Go through each report and make a list of all the di�ferent elements
(or codes) of the incident. For example, 15 of your 30 reports might be
due to falls. So one of your codes might include falls.
Then you will need to drill down into these falls. E.g. what caused
the fall? This could be a slip or a trip. So you could have these as
other codes. Then, if it was a slip, you might want to ﬁnd out what
the person slipped on – was it food, water, body powder, faeces?
And where did they slip – was it in the bathroom, lounge, toilet, etc.
Give each of these a code too, and so on.

DOWNLOAD
You might end up with a coding sheet that looks something like
the one in our Coding Sheet Example. You can download this from
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
If you use one coding sheet per person, you turn this into quantitative
data. You will then be able to how many were falls, medication errors,
burns, etc.
You’ ll also be able to see where the majority of incidents took place
and how. For example, the majority of your falls were in the bathroom, in the morning, a�ter slipping on body powder.
This highlights areas to address and improve upon.
5
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Identify Areas for Improvement from Your
Incident Analysis
Once you have identiﬁed your main themes, you will need to work out where the problem lies. These usually fall into some key areas. From
here, you’ ll need to decide what you can do to reduce the chance of the incident occurring again. To do this, you can develop improvement
plans. We o�fer some advice to make your improvement plans easy to act upon.
There are usually 5 reasons that accidents and incidents take place:
1. You did not identify hazards and risks and you didn’ t put adequate
systems in place to prevent or reduce the risk.
2. Sta�f have not followed your policies, procedures and working
practices. There might be various reasons for this. They are not upto-date, not understandable, sta�f don’ t know they exist or have
forgotten about them.
3. The sta�f member didn’ t receive suitable training or didn’ t understand the training, or what you required of them. Some sta�f are
too afraid to ask for more help with this. The training might have
been long ago and they have forgotten the content. This sometimes happens if sta�f don’ t encounter the care very o�ten. They
may also have gotten into bad habits.
4. You did not check to ensure sta�f were able to do what you asked.
For example, you didn’ t test their competence or check that their
practice was of high quality.
5. The equipment or location was not suitable. Or the equipment was
not available, not used correctly or not maintained as expected.
To make improvements to these you need to follow the steps outlined
in the Improvement Cycle below. The simplest way to do this is by
developing an action or improvement plan.

5.
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DOWNLOAD
Our Accident and Incident Improvement Plan Example illustrates
what this would look like. You can download this from www.carequality.co.uk/resources

6

Identify Hazards and Risks to Prevent Accidents
and Incidents
Use your risk assessment procedures to identify hazards that could
lead to accidents and incidents.

DOWNLOAD
Our Identifying Hazards Checklist will help you with this. You can
download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
Once you have identiﬁed the hazards and risks, you need to make
sure you put systems in place to reduce these. The Accidents and Incidents Reduction Checklist below will help with this. Download this
from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Accidents and Incidents Reduction Checklist
Suggestions:

Done

Check policies and procedures to make sure they are
still in line with national guidance.
Check sta�f understanding of your policies and
procedures. You can do this during individual or group
supervision sessions. Or by carrying out spot checks to
see whether practice matches the policy.
Make sure sta�f know what their role and
responsibilities are during appraisal sessions.
Make sure sta�f feel conﬁdent to carry out the level of
care you need from them.
Make sure sta�f know to talk to their manager if they
feel unable to carry out the care required.
Train sta�f in how to provide care to meet each of your
policies and procedures.
Test competency to make sure sta�f are able to carry
out the care you require.
Carry out any update training when you amend your
policies and procedures.
Make sure any equipment required following a risk
assessment is available and working properly.
Make sure all equipment is ﬁt for purpose and
regularly maintained.
Carry out spot checks and observations to make sure
sta�f are following your policies and procedures.

■
■

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

TIP
If you have an open and transparent working culture, your sta�f
will come and tell you when they see that something is wrong. This
will help to prevent accidents and incidents – so try to embrace this.

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
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Introduce Changes to Raise the Quality of Your
Care Provision
Your implementation plan will outline the areas to improve. You will need to monitor these to ensure sta�f are taking the actions that
will lead to these improvements. If you don’ t follow these through, incidents can recur. The CQC will follow the trail of your accidents and
incidents, so if they don’ t see you have made improvements, they are likely to re�lect this in your rating. Follow our advice so that the CQC
can identify the improvements you’ ve made.
Using the Accident and Incident Improvement Plan Example from
page 6, we explain how you can introduce changes to make improvements.

Carry Out Reassessments to Ensure You Identify New Needs
The ﬁrst action would be to reassess the service users’ mobility requirements and risk. This will follow your usual assessment processes. Make sure you use a strength-based approach to needs assessment. The Strength-Based Mobility Questions Examples below will
help you achieve this. You can download this from www.care-quality.
co.uk/resources

Strength-Based Mobility Questions Examples
How have you previously moved about?
What level of independence did you have?
What level of independence would you like to have?
How do you manage to move about now?
How would you like to be able to move about?
Who or what can support you with this?
You will also need to update the risk assessment. To do this you should
follow the HSE’ s 5 steps in its Managing risks and risk assessment at
work guidance. These are:
●

Identify the hazards (see page 6).

●

Decide who might be harmed and how (service users or sta�f).

●

Evaluate the risks and decide on precautions to reduce these.

●

Record your ﬁndings and put actions in place to prevent harm.

●

Review your assessment and update if necessary.

DOWNLOAD
Use our Risk Assessment Checklist to help you prevent further
mobility-related accidents and incidents. You can download
these from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Amend Out of Date Policies and Procedures
If you have not amended your policies for a while, they may be out
of date. Also, your sta�f may not understand them. So you will need
to address both of these issues. Use the Policy Updating Checklist
below to help with this. You can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Policy Updating
Suggestions

Done

Have you checked the latest version of the CQC’ s Key
Lines of Enquiry?
Have you checked whether there are any new laws on
the topic (you can go to www.legislation.gov.uk/new to
ﬁnd out about new Acts of Parliament)?
Have you checked websites such as NICE, Skills for Care
or SCIE for updated advice and guidance?
Have you checked with your professional association to
see whether they have any information about changes
to practice?
Have you searched the internet for up-to-date
information about your topic?
Have you subscribed to feeds or newsletters to keep
abreast of any changes to practice e.g. www.cqc.org.uk/
content/guidance-providers?

■

■
■

■
■

■

Provide Update Training for Your Sta�f

It might be that your accidents and incidents are due to a lack of sta�f
knowledge. It may be that your policies need reiterating to sta�f. Or
it could be that they haven’ t understood your previous training sessions. Whatever the reason, to rectify this you will need to organise
training. You can ﬁnd suitable training through your professional
association or from your council. Also, you can ﬁnd plenty of private
providers online.

TIP
You can provide in-house training. Either with your own competent
trainers or by using external personnel. You may decide instead
to send your sta�f on external training. If you use external sta�f or
training, make sure you:
●

Deﬁne what you want to be covered in the training.

●

Provide copies of relevant policies and procedures.

●

Explain to the sta�f why they need the training.

●

Discuss individual learning outcomes with sta�f before training.

●

Follow up the training in appraisal and supervision sessions.

●

Attend yourself to ensure the training is suitable for your needs.

7
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Promote Continence to Help Improve Dignity
Incontinence can a�fect a person’ s dignity, making him or her feel ashamed. This can damage a person’ s self-conﬁdence and increase
feelings of helplessness which can be detrimental to a person’ s health. We'll show you how sta�f can help to promote continence in order to
improve the dignity and wellbeing of the service users in their care.
Incontinence can be mortifying for a service user. Sta�f should try to
put themselves in the shoes of the service user to understand how
embarrassing this can be. Sta�f should treat people who are incontinent with dignity and respect. Besides this, they should also:
●

●

●

Treat people with kindness and compassion. They should refrain
from hurtful remarks about the person’ s incontinence.
Show concern for service users’ wellbeing. They can do this by
empathising with the service user.
Take action to relieve service users’ distress or discomfort if incontinent. Understand why the person is experiencing incontinence and ﬁnd ways to promote continence.

●

●

●

Respond to service user’ s needs as soon as possible. Don’ t keep
people waiting to go to the toilet when they ask. If the person is
incontinent, sta�f should immediately change them out of soiled
clothing. Not doing so could a�fect a person’ s skin integrity.
Care for people with regard to their privacy. A person’ s incontinence should remain conﬁdential.
Treat people with dignity and respect. Incontinence may embarrass the person so sta�f should treat them sympathetically.

Use our Promoting Continence table below to help sta�f understand
how to support this. You can download this from www.care-quality.
co.uk/resources

Promoting Continence
Types of Incontinence

Causes of Incontinence

Promoting Continence

Urinary incontinence
Stress – when you let out some
urine a�ter coughing, sneezing or
laughing – this is one of the most
common types.

●

●

●

Overactive bladder i.e.:
● Urge
● Nocuria
● Over�low
Urge – the bladder contracts
leading to the urgent need for
the toilet – this is one of the most
common types.
Nocturia – needing to get up
several times a night to pass urine.
Over�low – a constant dribbling
of urine even a�ter the person has
been to the toilet.

●
●

●
●
●

●

●

A weak pelvic �loor following
pregnancy.
Damage to the urethral sphincter
(the muscle that keeps the bladder
closed).
Surgery to the bladder or prostrate.
Infection.
Neurological conditions such as
Parkinson’ s disease or multiple
sclerosis
Strokes.
Oestrogen deﬁciency.
Some medications such as diuretics or
anti-Parkinson’ s medication.
Not drinking enough �luid or drinking
too much ca�feine e.g. co��fee.
Some urine remains in the bladder
a�ter going to the toilet, sometimes
caused by infections or constipation.

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Functional – the inability to get to
the toilet quickly enough or to use
the toilet.
Faecal incontinence

●

●

●

●
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Caused by practical problems in
getting to the toilet.
Neurological conditions such as
Parkinson’ s disease, multiple
sclerosis or dementia.
Constipation due to poor diet, bowel
disease or medication
Diarrhoea due to medication,
infection or bowel disease.

●
●

●

●

●

Remind service users to do their pelvic �loor exercises.

Refer service users who are newly incontinent to the
GP for assessment, diagnosis and treatment.
Contact the Continence Advisor (who is an expert in
the ﬁeld of incontinence and can give you advice, help
and practical support) or District Nurse for advice.
Assist the person with their bladder training
programmes.
Keep accurate �luid charts and bladder diaries if asked.
Make sure the person drinks normally but cut down on
tea, co�fee and alcohol.
Refer service users who are newly incontinent to the
GP for assessment.
Make sure the person drinks normally but cut down on
tea, co�fee and alcohol.
Make sure the person has a diet high in ﬁbre (i.e.
wholemeal bread and cereals, fruit and vegetables).
Encourage the person to take some exercise.
Help people to use the toilet regularly.
Remove obstacles and barriers to getting to, or using,
the toilet.
Refer service users who are newly incontinent to the
GP for assessment.
Make sure the person drinks normally but cut down on
tea, co�fee and alcohol.
Make sure the person has a diet high in ﬁbre (i.e.
wholemeal bread and cereals, fruit and vegetables).

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Dementia: Care & Support
CASE STUDY

Each month we will bring you a success story from one of our readers. We aim to share examples of good practice and/or
how taking a different or new approach helped to resolve a problem. We hope you enjoy reading other people’s experiences
and discovering what has worked in practice for fellow care professionals. If you have a story you would like to share, then please
contact us at: cqm@agorabusiness.co.uk

Tingling, Burning and Stabbing Sensations: How to
Ease Restless Legs Syndrome
A member of our night sta�f reported that one of our service users, Mr Morgan, has been having more and more problems during the night.
She said that Mr Morgan, who is living with dementia, frequently becomes restless and gets out of bed. Trips to the toilet only ease his
agitation for a short time, or sometimes not at all. We subsequently noticed that, during the day, Mr Morgan was unusually fatigued as a
result of the restless nights and frequently clutching at his legs and feet. This behaviour, accompanied by the symptoms, enabled us to link
Mr Morgan’ s increased urge to move with Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS). We share our experience of RDL and also how we were able to spot
the symptoms and provide relief for restless legs.
Around 10% of the population is a�fected by RLS, with the elderly being more at risk. Part of this risk stems from the fact that your
service user may not even be receiving treatment for the disorder,
as it tends to be viewed as simply another symptom of dementia.
Typically, this type of sensation is felt in the legs when a person is at
rest and will ease or vanish entirely when the person is in motion. The
problem is that people in the later stages of dementia can no longer
identify the symptoms. And sometimes when care sta�f notice the
behaviour, they may too readily conclude that it’ s a case of psychomotor agitation. But did you know that there are measures which you
can implement to help them cope with the syndrome? Fortunately,
in our service, we were able to link the behaviour to RLS.

Once we knew that the symptoms and behaviour was caused by RLS,
to further our understanding, we set about distinguishing between
a primary and secondary case of RLS. In primary RLS, the causes are
not speciﬁcally known – genetics and neurotransmitters may play a
role. In secondary RLS – several causes should be considered. Being
familiar with Mr Morgan’ s medical history and circumstances, put us
in a good position to look into the matter in more detail.

Factors that may indicate the presence of Restless
Legs Syndrome:
●

Iron deﬁciency

How to Spot the Symptoms and Altered Behaviour of RLS

●

Kidney disorder

It’ s important that your care team are aware of the symptoms of Restless Legs Syndrome, as having this knowledge enables them to spot
it and not mistake it for something such as psychomotor agitation:

●

Thyroid disorder

●

Polyneuropathy

●

Alcohol addiction

●

Vitamin B12 deﬁciency

●

Folic Acid deﬁciency

●

Parkinson’ s disease

●

Restlessness (of the legs).

●

Paraesthesia (tingling, stretching, stabbing, or similar sensations).

●

The sensations arise more o�ten in the evening/at night.

●

Moving the legs eases the symptoms.

Being aware of the symptoms of RLS meant that, for us, Mr Morgan’ s
behaviour made all the more sense. Remember that these symptoms
may arise in the arms or in other parts of the body.

Determine whether your service user is taking any of the
following medicines:
●

Calcium channel blocker

●

Betablocker

Is there a Clear Cause?

●

Antihistamines

The syndrome can place considerable psychological strain on the
person and lead to a marked decrease in their quality of life, particularly if they can only express the problem through their behaviour,
and no longer by verbal means. We found that caring activities started to become more di�ﬁcult as Mr Morgan would not sit still and prior to identifying that RLS was the cause, the condition became more
acute as communal meals were being interrupted as he would continually get up from the table. Situations like this can lead to con�licts
with other service users – which we were keen to avoid.

●

Antidepressants

●

Neuroleptic drugs

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Any of the above can trigger RLS.

What to Do if You Suspect Your Service User has RLS
Once we became aware of Mr Morgan’ s RLS, we informed the GP
about the symptoms. You may ﬁnd that the person’ s medical history
and the details you can provide about the symptoms may be all the
9
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doctor needs to reach a diagnosis, and they will be able to action to
help – which was the case for Mr Morgan.
If the doctor does decide to prescribe medication, it will be your task
to look out for any subsequent side e�fects, and inform the doctor immediately should they arise.

5 Measures to Provide Some Relief to Restless Legs

Matters

3. Encourage your service user to go barefoot whenever and wherever this can be safely done. Walking barefoot also improves circulation.
4. Make sure your service user is getting a balanced diet. Vitamin C
aids the absorption of iron, a deﬁciency in which may be one of the
causes of RLS.

As a team we practice the following 5 measure to help ease Mr Morgan’ s symptoms:

5. Massaging or running a brush over the feet can also enhance
circulation.

1. Cold-hot foot bath: Alternating between cold and hot temperatures promotes circulation. Even if you’ re short on time, you can try
to incorporate this into your personal care routine each day.

We also found that Mr Morgan’ s family were happy to help or continue these techniques once we introduced them, since RLS can be a
source of great distress.

2. Stretching muscles: Muscular tension can result from the twitching associated with RLS, therefore by stretching the muscle you
will ease the circulation and provide some relaxation.

For those wanting to be involved, we guided them in the use of the
exercises outlined above and found that doing so also helped them
feel more useful and less powerless with regard to their relative.

BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT

Basal Stimulation: Care for All of the Senses
Seemingly simple daily activities present unimagined challenges to the people in your care with a diagnosis of dementia. I became aware
of this once again when, the day before yesterday, I said to Miss Packer ‘Please sit down at the table. It’ s lunchtime.’ A�ter I said that I didn’ t
pay any attention to her for a while, because I had something else to do. But then I noticed that Miss Packer wasn’ t sitting at the table – she
was walking around the room aimlessly.
When I thought about the situation from her perspective, I realised
how great the challenge in fact was – to her:
●

●

There were a number of tables and chairs in the room. Miss Packer
had to make the decision as to which table to sit at.
The table wasn’ t set, so there was nothing to suggest that a meal
was on the way.

●

There was no odour of food.

●

There were no unmistakable sounds like the clattering of crockery.

Basal Stimulation is Directed to All of the Senses
If there had been relevant stimulation of her senses Miss Packer
would, undoubtedly, have better understood my request.
You should always try to address multiple senses in the person in
your care so that they’ ll be given as many clues as possible as to what
is expected of them – even for a simple, routine activity. The concept
of basal stimulation o�fers you meaningful ideas in this regard.
Basal stimulation was originally developed for people in need of

intensive care. The method is believed to stabilise and improve their
general condition through appropriate perception-related activities like exercise and touching – ultimately for the beneﬁt of their
relationship to their own body. In addition, the multifaceted sensory
stimulation improves their relationship to external environmental
stimuli.
People with dementia – even those who are not so very badly in need
of care – beneﬁt from these approaches. Through the stimulation of
the senses, the person in your care will gain a better understanding
of their environment and will be better capable of managing it –
especially when the sensory stimulation reawakens memories of
earlier and familiar positive experiences. On page 11 you’ ll ﬁnd useful
ideas for integrating elements of basal stimulation into the daily routine of those in your care.

Get the Balance Right to Provide Optimal Stimulation
Be sure that your sensory activities stimulate, but don’ t overwhelm,
the people in your care with dementia. Too much will make them feel
insecure and may even lead them to resist routine care and other interactions. On the other hand, the right amount of meaningful stimulation will assist your service user in their orientation towards and
intercommunication with the outside world.

Publisher: Agora Business Publications, Ground �loor - Water Mill, The Water Mill Park , Broughton, Skipton, BD23 3AG. Tel: 01756 693 180. Fax: 01756 693 196.
Website: www.agorabusiness.co.uk. Email: cs@agorabusiness.co.uk Reg No: OC323533, VAT No: GB 893 3184 95. ISSN 2050-7569
This publication is for general guidance only and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Any legal advice is relevant at the date of
publication and may be subject to change. Documents may need to be tailored to suit individual circumstances and professional advice should be sought before any action
is taken, or any decision is made to refrain from action. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we and our contributors do not accept liability for any direct, indirect, special,
consequential or other losses or damages of whatsoever kind arising from any action or inaction of the reader other than the liability limited to the fee paid for the single
publication. ©2021 Agora Business Publications LLP. No part of this publication, including documents and other materials forming the subscription (the ‘Publication’), may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form, or stored in any retrieval system without permission.
We help you achieve through information you can trust.
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Dementia Care: Methods to Stimulate the Senses
Channels of Perception

Changes in Dementia

Measures for Daily Care and Support

Perception through
the Skin
The skin is our largest
sensory organ.
Awareness of your
own body comes from
experiencing stimulation
through the skin.

To some extent, people with
dementia perceive touching in
a delayed manner and, as their
dementia progresses, even lose
their body awareness. But at the
same time, physical closeness
and touching is especially
important and pleasant for
many people with dementia.

How you can provide those in your care with information about their
own body:
●

●

●

●

Tasting/Smelling
Full taste sensation
involves both taste
and smell; the sense of
smell includes active
perception through the
nose.

An early warning sign of
Alzheimer’ s dementia is o�ten
a diminishing sense of smell.
For those in your care, when
something no longer tastes
like it used to, it may lead to
irritation, especially when eating
or drinking.

●

●

●

●

Listening
Our sense of hearing
makes it possible for
us to perceive speech
and voices, and while
listening to music
our brain makes the
connection between
individual tones and
melodies.

Some people with dementia are
hard of hearing, and can’ t hear
certain sounds. Too much noise
confuses them and makes them
feel more and more insecure.

Touching
Grasping and touching
provides information
about the size,
temperature and nature
of objects.

Touching is a basic human need.
And grasping something or
having something close by to
hold onto tightly also conveys
a sense of security to someone
with dementia.

●
●

●

Like many elderly people, those
in your care who su�fer from
dementia may also lose their
eyesight. O�ten, they’ ll replace
the resulting lack of optical
stimulation with mental images
and increasingly withdraw into
themselves.

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Relaxing full body wash: Wash them with warm (37 – 40°C) water
using movements in the direction of hair growth.
Cream application and massage: An e�fective routine activity
involves you performing stimulating movements during the daily
application of cream in a targeted manner and expressly following
the contours of the body.
Targeted touching: Touch with constant pressure and a �lat, resting
hand; avoid abrupt and hectic movements.
Provide stimulation to the sense of smell. If the person is losing this
sense, they may still be able to recognise more familiar fragrances.
Encourage the person to smell or taste di�ferent aromas. Fill airtight
containers with, for example, co�fee, mint, grated lemon peel, or
other familiar fragrances.
Use their favourite scents for their personal care e.g. familiar brands
of soap or deodorant.
Cook and bake together with those in your care and/or create food
scents by, perhaps, frying onions or brewing co�fee before the midday meal.

How to expose them to the right amount of acoustic stimulation:
Speak to them directly and clearly while maintaining eye contact.
Reduce environmental noise by only having the radio or TV turned
on for speciﬁc programmes, for selected holiday-related music, or for
making music together.
Develop a sense of your own volume when you speak or handle the
dishes. If these sounds are too loud, they can also be disturbing.

O�fer those in your care the opportunity of touching:
●

●

●

Seeing
Seeing gives us
information about the
near and the distant
environments.

Invigorating full body wash: Wash them with warm (23 – 28°C)
water using movements against the direction of hair growth; use
movements in the same direction for drying them.

Every activity – for example, buttering bread, eating independently,
washing oneself, fastening buttons – stimulates the sense of touch.
You can place stimulating objects such as ‘twiddle mu�fs’ in the
hands of those who are immobile.
Make use of passive contact exercises, such as having the person
move their legs, while lying down, such that they run the soles of
their feet sole over the bed linen.

O�fer them visual stimulation:
●

Ensure that they wear their glasses whenever appropriate.

●

Hang up pictures in such in a way that they can easily see them.

●

Change the décor regularly, in order to maintain the stimulation.

●

Always emphasise your spoken word with the use of corresponding
gestures, or point out the object that you’ re speaking about.
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Is a Fluid Intake Chart the Best Method for Preventing
Dehydration?
Many carers fear they may be held responsible if a service user with dementia becomes dehydrated. So, to ensure they’ re providing adequate
�luids on a regular basis and in the correct amounts, they keep a �luid intake chart for every service user. You may already be familiar with
this approach but, unfortunately, keeping this kind of record of �luid intake can lead to you spending excessive time ﬁlling out forms and
tallying ﬁgures. And the arguments in favour of the approach are not as sound as they may at ﬁrst appear, we look into this in more detail.

Simplify the Hydration Log as Much as Possible
If you suspect that your service user is taking in an unusually small
amount of �luid, you can ﬁnd out by initiating a simple 7-day �luid
intake chart. In this case, it’ s enough for you to record the time of day
at which the person drinks, and the quantity consumed. To make this
even easier, you can draw up a tally sheet in which every carer records
how much �luid was provided to a given service user.

It’ s during the summer months that service users living with dementia are more prone to dehydration, no matter how well they’ re looked
a�ter. And in order for you and your colleagues to ensure that your
service users are taking in su�ﬁcient �luids at that time of year, a �luid
intake chart can be useful.
Below we look at some of the common misconceptions about hydration logs and weigh up the pros and cons.

6 Misconceptions of Hydration Logs
Misconception

Reality

1. Service users with dementia have a
higher risk of developing dehydration
than those without.

Partially true: The risk is indeed generally higher for those living with dementia, since
they may forget to drink, they may forget how to drink, or may not even recognise the glass
before them. However, there are people with dementia who drink su�ﬁciently without
assistance and, for those who do so, there is no elevated risk of dehydration.

2. By using a �luid intake record you will
prevent the person from developing a
�luid volume deﬁcit.

False: A hydration log will only re�lect the quantity of �luids your service user has
consumed. This does not tell you whether that quantity is su�ﬁcient. It is more important
to spot the signs of imminent dehydration, which include dry skin, mucosa, sunken eyes,
concentrated urine, and sudden disorientation.

3. Fluid intake charts are a good means
of monitoring your service user, and
will guarantee that they get su�ﬁcient
amounts of liquid.

Partially true: Many managers require that their caregivers keep an intake chart. They do
this to emphasise the importance of hydration and to remind their team to carry out the
tasks required. In this case, however, the log is simply a means of proving that this is being
done consistently.
From a professional standpoint, it is more than enough if you draw up a detailed hydration
plan, implement the plan, and conﬁrm that you’ ve done so via your usual record keeping in
the person’ s notes.
Note: If you’ ve noticed any deviations from, or irregularities in, the plan this should be
reported as well.

4. The �luid intake chart is the most
e�fective way of protecting against
accusations of neglect.

Partially true: A service user being taken to hospital and diagnosed with dehydration is a
very common scenario.
Subsequently, family members may accuse you of neglecting to provide su�ﬁcient liquids
to their loved one. In this case, you can show the family the charts you’ ve been keeping,
which will help evidence your care.
This is not the only form of proof: The procedure described in number 3 above o�fers an
alternative course of action.

5. Keeping a �luid intake chart for service
users is a professional duty.

False: Your duty is to recognise the risk of a �luid volume deﬁcit in your service user. If you
detect such a risk, you must take the necessary measures and evaluate their e�fectiveness.
You should resort to a �luid intake chart only when necessary.

6. The GP should prescribe a minimum
quantity of �luid intake for each service
user with dementia.

False: This should be considered only if you think your service user is at risk of developing a
�luid volume deﬁcit.
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Note: As soon as the GP prescribes a minimum or maximum quantity of �luid intake, you
must know precisely how much you are giving your service user, which is the only way of
determining whether the requirements have been met.
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